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In this loose retelling of Howard's End, Zadie Smith considers the big questions: Why do we fall in love with the people we do? Why do we
visit our mistakes on our children? What makes life truly beautiful? Set in New England mainly and London partly, On Beauty concerns a pair
of feuding families—the Belseys and the Kippses—and a clutch of doomed affairs. It puts low morals among high ideals and asks some
searching questions about what life does to love. For the Belseys and the Kippses, the confusions—both personal and political—of our
uncertain age are about to be brought close to home: right to the heart of family.
Throughout the making of the Harry Potter movies, designers and craftspeople were tasked with creating fabulous feasts, flying brooms,
enchanted maps, and much more, in addition to all the magical items necessary for everyday wizarding life. Harry Potter: The Artifact Vault
chronicles the work of the graphics and prop teams in creating lovingly crafted items; and the stunning inventiveness used to create a rich,
filmic universe.
The second novel by Donna Tartt, bestselling author of The Goldfinch (winner of the 2014 Pulitzer Prize), The Little Friend is a grandly
ambitious and utterly riveting novel of childhood, innocence and evil. The setting is Alexandria, Mississippi, where one Mother’s Day a little
boy named Robin Cleve Dufresnes was found hanging from a tree in his parents’ yard. Twelve years later Robin’s murder is still unsolved
and his family remains devastated. So it is that Robin’s sister Harriet—unnervingly bright, insufferably determined, and unduly influenced by
the fiction of Kipling and Robert Louis Stevenson--sets out to unmask his killer. Aided only by her worshipful friend Hely, Harriet crosses her
town’s rigid lines of race and caste and burrows deep into her family’s history of loss. Filled with hairpin turns of plot and “a bustling,
ridiculous humanity worthy of Dickens” (The New York Times Book Review), The Little Friend is a work of myriad enchantments by a writer of
prodigious talent.
The official companion book to the British Library exhibition and the ultimate gift for Harry Potter fans! As the British Library unveils a very
special new exhibition in the UK, Harry Potter: A History of Magic, readers everywhere are invited on an enchanting journey through the
Hogwarts curriculum, from Care of Magical Creatures and Herbology to Defense Against the Dark Arts, Astronomy, and more in this eBook
uncovering thousands of years of magical history.Prepare to be amazed by artifacts released from the archives of the British Library, unseen
sketches and manuscript pages from J.K. Rowling, and incredible illustrations from artist Jim Kay. Discover the truth behind the origins of the
Philosopher's Stone, monstrous dragons, and troublesome trolls; examine real-life wands and find out what actually makes a mandrake
scream; pore over remarkable pages from da Vinci's notebook; and discover the oldest atlas of the night sky. Carefully curated by the British
Library and full of extraordinary treasures from all over the world, this is an unforgettable journey exploring the history of the magic at the
heart of the Harry Potter stories.
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Whatever After series, the sequel to Bras & Broomsticks and the second book in the
hilariously bewitching Magic in Manhattan series! Rachel has finally come to terms with the outrageously unfair fact that her younger sister,
Miri, has inherited magical powers from their mom. But now the whole witchcraft thing is spiraling out of control. Mom is a magicaholic, Miri’s
on a Save the World kick, and the one teeny tiny love spell that Rachel begged for has gone embarrassingly, horribly wrong. Suddenly, the
fate of everything is in Rachel’s hands. Her family. The world. Senior prom. "I loved this book—it's even funnier than Bras & Broomsticks.
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More hormones, more action, more magic—more Mlynowski. What else could you want?" —E. Lockhart, author of We Were Liars and Genuine
Fraud "A creative, frolicsome tale . . . Readers will find themselves quickly swept away on the broomstick of Mlynowski's second installment."
—New York Post "Just as sweet and funny as its predecessor . . . wonderfully fast-paced and clever." —Booklist "Simply charming."
—Publishers Weekly
There exists a secret realm outside our own, the original Garden of Eden, sealed from the rest of the world and populated with the fittest of
men and women. A paradise that became ravaged by smog that choked out the skies. Now the realm exists in darkness and its people need
a champion, a chosen one to save them from the poison that cloaks the land and threatens to smother its inhabitants. That’s what they
needed. They got sixteen-year-old Sammy Ellis instead. Her only responsibility was to help the “chosen one” open a gateway into the realm.
But, not only has she entered the land in their place, she’s also locked them out in the process. Sammy finds herself lost in a twilight land of
giant mushrooms and pursued by dark forces. Can she find a way home so the true chosen one can return or has the realm been doomed by
her actions?
Introducing the first official Star Wars knitting book – a deluxe guide to creating over 25 Star Wars knits based on the iconic global franchise.
A cultural juggernaut, Star Wars has enchanted audiences for over 40 years with its classic tale of Good vs. Evil. When A New Hope burst
onto the screen in 1977, science fiction was reinvented for a new audience of science fiction fans and Luke, Leia and Han Solo became
household names, along with the terms such as 'lightsaber', 'the Force' and the 'Death Star'. Since then it has shattered box office records for
decades, pushing new technology to its limits and beyond and expanded to included spinoff films, novels, games and much, much more. Star
Wars is one of the most beloved pop culture franchises today. Now you can bring Star Wars to your home and style with the very first official
knitting book celebrating the films. From knitted toys to costume replicas you can dress in Luke's Flight Jacket or Padmé's Battle Wrap and
pocket your very own knitted Yoda. Projects include: Toys – Porg; Pocket Yoda; Chewie; Death Star Costume Replicas – Luke Skywalker's
flight jacket; Rey's waistcoat and arm wraps; Princess Leia's Hoth Snow gilet; Padmé's battle wrap Inspired Apparel – The Order of the Jedi
pullover; Ewok hood; Starfighter scarf; Lightsaber socks; TIE Fighter hat and mittens; The Millennium Falcon cowl; a galaxy far, far away
mittens; Chancellor Palpatine scarf; General Leia Organa pullover; Anakin's infinity cowl; Yoda mittens; The Rebel Alliance shawl; R2-D2
mittens; Wookiee socks; Darth Vader pullover; Darth Maul mittens; Clone Trooper hat Home Decor – BB-8 baby blanket; Droid throw pillow
set; Villainous mini pullover ornaments
A philosophical exploration of the entire seven-book Harry Potter series Harry Potter has been heralded as one of the most popular book
series of all time and the philosophical nature of Harry, Hermione, and Ron's quest to rid the world of its ultimate evil is one of the many
things that make this series special. The Ultimate Harry Potter and Philosophy covers all seven titles in J.K. Rowling's groundbreaking series
and takes fans back to Godric's Hollow to discuss life after death, to consider what moral reasoning drove Harry to choose death, and to
debate whether Sirius Black is a man or a dog. With publication timed to coincide with the release of the movie Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows (Part 1), this book will be the definitive guide for all fans looking to appreciate the series on a deeper level. Covers a range of
intriguing topics such as the redemption of Severus Snape, the power of love, and destiny in the wizarding world Gives you a new
perspective on Harry Potter characters, plot lines, and themes Makes a perfect companion to the Harry Potter books and movies Packed with
interesting ideas and insights, The Ultimate Harry Potter and Philosophy is an ideal companion for anyone interested in unraveling the
subtext and exploring the greater issues at work in the story.
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'There is a plot, Harry Potter. A plot to make most terrible things happen at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry this year.'
Harry Potter's summer has included the worst birthday ever, doomy warnings from a house-elf called Dobby, and rescue from the
Dursleys by his friend Ron Weasley in a magical flying car! Back at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry for his second
year, Harry hears strange whispers echo through empty corridors - and then the attacks start. Students are found as though turned
to stone... Dobby's sinister predictions seem to be coming true. Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks
never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope, belonging and the enduring power of
truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.
At age twelve, Sophie learns that the remarkable abilities that have always caused her to stand out identify her as an elf, and after
being brought to Eternalia to hone her skills, discovers that she has secrets buried in her memory for which some would kill.
An essential companion to the Harry Potter books and a magical gift for all Harry Potter fans, The Tales of Beedle the Bard is a
collection of fairy tales from the Wizarding World, with wise and witty notes from Professor Albus Dumbledore (via the enchanted
pen of J.K. Rowling). Multi-talented Muggle illustrator Chris Riddell makes this book a complete visual treat, the pages bursting
with glorious colour, beautiful line and stunning composition - with some familiar faces from the Harry Potter novels themselves
popping up in the deliciously original and subversive Dumbledore's notes. Packed with colour illustrations and a spectacular
gatefold spread, this follows the globally bestselling illustrated editions of the Harry Potter novels (Jim Kay) and Fantastic Beasts
and Where to Find Them (Olivia Lomenech Gill) as an absolute must for fans of all ages. Mischievous and witty, the five rollicking
tales are a deeply satisfying read in the tradition of all great fables and fairy tales. Kindnesses are rewarded and selfishness
shown to be the ruin of many a wizard. Burping cauldrons, hairy hearts and cackling stumps are met along the way. Each tale is
brought vividly to life with Riddell's trademark humour and elegance, including 'The Tale of the Three Brothers', familiar to readers
of Harry Potter from the crucial role it played in Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows. Joining the hand-picked band of illustration
talent lending their own magic to the world of Harry Potter and Fantastic Beasts, former Waterstones Children's Laureate Chris
Riddell is the only illustrator to have won the Kate Greenaway Medal three times, and is brought together here for the first time
with one of the world's best loved storytellers in this new edition of J.K. Rowling's fairy tale classic. Much loved by generations of
witches and wizards since they first appeared in the fifteenth century and translated from the original runes by Hermione Granger,
this beautifully illustrated edition is set to become a firm favourite at bedtime in non-magical households the world over. The Tales
of Beedle the Bard is published in aid of Lumos, an international children's charity founded in 2005 by J.K. Rowling.
It ain't easy being Jack. He hates French, he got sorted into Hufflepuff on the official online quiz and he's in love with his best
friend Ollie. But dodging bullies, keeping secrets and trying to get the man is too much for Jack to take. So he pulls out his trusty
Time Turner and does it all over again. Maybe this time he'll get into Gryffindor.Dumbledore Is So Gay is a witty, poignant and
contemporary coming-of-age drama for the naughties.For those who love fantasy and those who don't, for the LGBTQ+
community and its allies, and for anyone who loves a good laugh and maybe a little cry. Join Jack as he tries to be true to himself
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in a world so full of prejudice and indifference.
Since publication over twenty years ago, The Translator’s Invisibility has provoked debate and controversy within the field of
translation and become a classic text. Providing a fascinating account of the history of translation from the seventeenth century to
the present day, Venuti shows how fluency prevailed over other translation strategies to shape the canon of foreign literatures in
English and investigates the cultural consequences of the receptor values which were simultaneously inscribed and masked in
foreign texts during this period. Reissued with a new introduction, in which the author provides a clear, detailed account of key
concepts and arguments in order to issue a counterblast against simplistic interpretations, The Translator’s Invisibility takes its
well-deserved place as part of the Routledge Translation Classics series. This book is essential reading for students of translation
studies at all levels.
A breathtaking, enchanting new series by debut author Jessica Townsend, about a cursed girl who escapes death and finds
herself in a magical world--but is then tested beyond her wildest imagination. Morrigan Crow is cursed. Having been born on
Eventide, the unluckiest day for any child to be born, she's blamed for all local misfortunes, from hailstorms to heart attacks--and,
worst of all, the curse means that Morrigan is doomed to die at midnight on her eleventh birthday. But as Morrigan awaits her fate,
a strange and remarkable man named Jupiter North appears. Chased by black-smoke hounds and shadowy hunters on
horseback, he whisks her away into the safety of a secret, magical city called Nevermoor. It's then that Morrigan discovers Jupiter
has chosen her to contend for a place in the city's most prestigious organization: the Wundrous Society. In order to join, she must
compete in four difficult and dangerous trials against hundreds of other children, each with an extraordinary talent that sets them
apart--an extraordinary talent that Morrigan insists she does not have. To stay in the safety of Nevermoor for good, Morrigan will
need to find a way to pass the tests--or she'll have to leave the city to confront her deadly fate. This fast-paced plot and
imaginative world has a fresh new take on magic that will appeal to a new generation of readers.
"A nail-biting page turner written with cinematic sparkle" - Jennifer Niven, bestselling author of All The Bright Places "Think Serial
at Malory Towers" - Katie Lowe, author of The Furies Welcome to the Magpie Society... Tragedy has struck Illumen Hall, a
prestigious boarding school of tradition and achievement. The body of student Lola Radcliffe is discovered on the beach, and on
her back someone has tattooed an elaborate magpie. For new student Audrey, it's just another strange and unsettling thing about
her new surroundings. For her roommate Ivy, the death of her friend Lola is something she's desperate to get past - and Audrey's
presence isn't helping. But the two girls are thrown together when a mysterious podcast airs, with a sinister headline: I KNOW
WHO KILLED LOLA. AND ONE OF YOU IS NEXT. This edition includes the spine-chilling first chapter of THE MAGPIE SOCIETY:
TWO FOR JOY.
A perennial bestseller in the wizarding world and one of the most popular books in the Hogwarts School library, Quidditch Through
the Ages contains all you will ever need to know about the history, the rules - and the breaking of the rules - of the noble sport of
Quidditch. Packed with fascinating facts, this definitive guide by the esteemed Quidditch writer Kennilworthy Whisp charts the
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game's history from its early origins in the medieval mists on Queerditch Marsh, through to the modern-day sport loved by so many
wizard and Muggle families around the world. With comprehensive coverage of famous Quidditch teams, the commonest fouls, the
development of racing brooms, and much more, this is a must-have sporting bible for all Harry Potter fans, Quidditch lovers and
players, whether the weekend amateur or the seasoned Chudley Cannons season-ticket holder. This brand new edition of the
most famous sports book in the wizarding world pairs J.K. Rowling's original text, with gorgeous jacket art by Jonny Duddle and
line illustrations throughout by Tomislav Tomic. A contribution from the sale of each book will go to Comic Relief.

Arrested for unbelievably answering all twelve questions on the Indian game show, "Who Will Win a Billion?" semi-literate
waiter Ram Mohammad Thomas explains to his lawyer how he knew the answers due to events in his personal life.
The New York Times bestselling novel about a young man practicing magic in the real world, now an original series on
SYFY “The Magicians is to Harry Potter as a shot of Irish whiskey is to a glass of weak tea. . . . Hogwarts was never like
this.” —George R.R. Martin “Sad, hilarious, beautiful, and essential to anyone who cares about modern fantasy.” —Joe
Hill “A very knowing and wonderful take on the wizard school genre.” —John Green “The Magicians may just be the most
subversive, gripping and enchanting fantasy novel I’ve read this century.” —Cory Doctorow “This gripping novel draws
on the conventions of contemporary and classic fantasy novels in order to upend them . . . an unexpectedly moving
coming-of-age story.” —The New Yorker “The best urban fantasy in years.” —A.V. Club Quentin Coldwater is brilliant but
miserable. A high school math genius, he’s secretly fascinated with a series of children’s fantasy novels set in a magical
land called Fillory, and real life is disappointing by comparison. When Quentin is unexpectedly admitted to an elite, secret
college of magic, it looks like his wildest dreams have come true. But his newfound powers lead him down a rabbit hole
of hedonism and disillusionment, and ultimately to the dark secret behind the story of Fillory. The land of his childhood
fantasies turns out to be much darker and more dangerous than he ever could have imagined. . . . The prequel to the
New York Times bestselling book The Magician King and the #1 bestseller The Magician's Land, The Magicians is one of
the most daring and inventive works of literary fantasy in years. No one who has escaped into the worlds of Narnia and
Harry Potter should miss this breathtaking return to the landscape of the imagination.
Series information taken from publisher's website.
Quizgiganten inneholder 3000 spørsmål for hele familien. Spørsmålene er fordelt på ulike kategorier som historie,
geografi, sport, musikk, tv, film, teater, naturfag, litteratur osv. Her er utfordringer for folk i alle alder. Egen del for barna.
Forlagets redaksjon ved Hilde Bånrud.
Young wizard-in-training Harry Potter prepares for a competition between Hogwarts School of Magic and two rival
schools, develops a crush on Cho Chang, and wishes above all to be a normal fourteen-year-old.
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"Outstanding . . . a wide-ranging invitation to think through the moral ramifications of our eating habits." —The New Yorker
One of the New York Times Book Review's Ten Best Books of the Year and Winner of the James Beard Award Author of
How to Change Your Mind and the #1 New York Times Bestseller In Defense of Food and Food Rules What should we
have for dinner? Ten years ago, Michael Pollan confronted us with this seemingly simple question and, with The
Omnivore’s Dilemma, his brilliant and eye-opening exploration of our food choices, demonstrated that how we answer it
today may determine not only our health but our survival as a species. In the years since, Pollan’s revolutionary
examination has changed the way Americans think about food. Bringing wide attention to the little-known but vitally
important dimensions of food and agriculture in America, Pollan launched a national conversation about what we eat and
the profound consequences that even the simplest everyday food choices have on both ourselves and the natural world.
Ten years later, The Omnivore’s Dilemma continues to transform the way Americans think about the politics, perils, and
pleasures of eating.
The official playscript of the original West End production of Harry Potter and the Cursed Child. It was always difficult
being Harry Potter and it isn't much easier now that he is an overworked employee of the Ministry of Magic, a husband,
and father of three school-age children. While Harry grapples with a past that refuses to stay where it belongs, his
youngest son Albus must struggle with the weight of a family legacy he never wanted. As past and present fuse
ominously, both father and son learn the uncomfortable truth: sometimes, darkness comes from unexpected places. The
playscript for Harry Potter and the Cursed Child was originally released as a 'special rehearsal edition' alongside the
opening of Jack Thorne's play in London's West End in summer 2016. Based on an original story by J.K. Rowling, John
Tiffany and Jack Thorne, the play opened to rapturous reviews from theatregoers and critics alike, while the official
playscript became an immediate global bestseller. This revised paperback edition updates the 'special rehearsal edition'
with the conclusive and final dialogue from the play, which has subtly changed since its rehearsals, as well as a
conversation piece between director John Tiffany and writer Jack Thorne, who share stories and insights about reading
playscripts. This edition also includes useful background information including the Potter family tree and a timeline of
events from the wizarding world prior to the beginning of Harry Potter and the Cursed Child.
"To say Virginia "Dindy" Hall was ambitious would be an understatement. She was that girl at your high school who
makes everyone else look like a slacker, no matter how hard they're working. But how many of them can say they've
been on Nazi Germany's Most Wanted list? At a time when most women were expected to becomes wives and mothers,
Virginia craved adventure. And with the world gearing up for a second World War, this fearless woman knew that she had
to find a way to get involved. When the State Department proved to be a sexist boy's club that wouldn't allow her in, she
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went to England to join their Special Operations unit, which was more than happy to hire this talented, brilliant woman.
Even after a terrible accident left her needing a wooden leg, she remained undeterred. Soon Virginia became an
essential part of the Allied mission and the French Resistance, earning the dangerous honor of being named "the most
dangerous of all Allied spies" by the Gestapo. This is a smart and spirited celebration of Virginia Hall, a woman with
audacious courage and kickass spy skills"-WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • THE EMMY AWARD–WINNING HBO MINISERIES STARRING FRANCES
MCDORMAND, RICHARD JENKINS, AND BILL MURRAY In a voice more powerful and compassionate than ever
before, New York Times bestselling author Elizabeth Strout binds together thirteen rich, luminous narratives into a book
with the heft of a novel, through the presence of one larger-than-life, unforgettable character: Olive Kitteridge. At the edge
of the continent, Crosby, Maine, may seem like nowhere, but seen through this brilliant writer’s eyes, it’s in essence the
whole world, and the lives that are lived there are filled with all of the grand human drama–desire, despair, jealousy,
hope, and love. At times stern, at other times patient, at times perceptive, at other times in sad denial, Olive Kitteridge, a
retired schoolteacher, deplores the changes in her little town and in the world at large, but she doesn’t always recognize
the changes in those around her: a lounge musician haunted by a past romance: a former student who has lost the will to
live: Olive’s own adult child, who feels tyrannized by her irrational sensitivities; and Henry, who finds his loyalty to his
marriage both a blessing and a curse. As the townspeople grapple with their problems, mild and dire, Olive is brought to
a deeper understanding of herself and her life–sometimes painfully, but always with ruthless honesty. Olive Kitteridge
offers profound insights into the human condition–its conflicts, its tragedies and joys, and the endurance it requires.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR BY People • USA Today • The Atlantic • The Washington Post
Book World • Seattle Post-Intelligencer • Entertainment Weekly • The Christian Science Monitor • San Francisco
Chronicle • Salon • San Antonio Express-News • Chicago Tribune • The Wall Street Journal “Perceptive, deeply
empathetic . . . Olive is the axis around which these thirteen complex, relentlessly human narratives spin themselves into
Elizabeth Strout’s unforgettable novel in stories.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “Fiction lovers, remember this name: Olive
Kitteridge. . . . You’ll never forget her. . . . [Elizabeth Strout] constructs her stories with rich irony and moments of
genuine surprise and intense emotion. . . . Glorious, powerful stuff.”—USA Today BONUS: This edition includes an
excerpt from Elizabeth Strout’s The Burgess Boys.
Glorious Shadows is a collection of delicately crafted words and secrets that may not be revealed in broad daylight. It is
an attempt to freeze moments, emotions, time and people before they slip from one’s grasp. It’s about the voices in
one’s head, loneliness, self-love, broken promises and forbidden thoughts.
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Revolutionary flames ignite around Annie, Lee, and a brand new character in the follow-up to FIREBORNE. After fleeing
the revolution and settling into the craggy cliffs of New Pythos, the dragonlords are eager to punish their usurpers and
reclaim their city. Their first order of business was destroying the Callipolan food supply. Now they're coming for the
dragonriders. Annie is Callipolis's new Firstrider, charged with leading the war against New Pythos. But with unrest at
home, enforcing the government's rationing program risks turning her into public enemy number one. Lee struggles to
find his place after killing kin for a leader who betrayed him. He can support Annie and the other Guardians . . . or join the
rebels who look to topple the new regime. Griff, a lowborn dragonrider who serves New Pythos, knows he has no future.
And now that Julia Stormscourge is no longer there to protect him, he is called on to sacrifice everything for the lords that
oppress his people--or to forge a new path with the Callipolan Firstrider seeking his help. With famine tearing Callipolis
apart and the Pythians determined to take back what they lost, it will be up to Annie, Lee, and Griff to decide who--and
what--to fight for.
All seven eBooks in the multi-award winning, internationally bestselling Harry Potter series, available as one download
with stunning cover art by Olly Moss. Enjoy the stories that have captured the imagination of millions worldwide. Having
now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages.
With its message of hope, belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues
to delight generations of new readers.
Teased and abused for being grossly overweight, Jimmy, a fourteen-year-old Scottish teenager who dreams mysterious
dreams and secretly aspires to become a chef, decides to turn his self-loathing life around by learning how to swim.
Reprint.
If Polly and Buster walk past each other in the street, they never say hello. After all, whoever heard of a witch being
friends with a monster? But every day after school, she climbs to the top of their tree and calls out, "Awroooooo!" And
Buster always comes. Yet one day, Polly and Buster's schools go on a field trip to the same museum on the same day,
and things go horribly awry. When their secret friendship is exposed, Polly must to make the hardest decision of her
life.All she's ever wanted is to fit in and be a great witch ¿ but is she willing to lose her best friend for it?
Morrigan Crow and her best friend Hawthorne Swift are now proud scholars in the elite Wundrous Society, but life is far
from perfect. Does Morrigan have what it takes to prove that she belongs in the Society?
Introducing the first official Harry Potter knitting book—a deluxe guide to creating over 25 authentic Harry Potter knits
based on the iconic films. Channel the magic of the Harry Potter films from the screen to your needles with the ultimate
knitter’s guide to the Wizarding World. Featuring over 25 magical knits pictured in gorgeous full-color photography, this
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book includes patterns for clothing, home projects, and keepsakes pulled straight from the movies—and even includes a
few iconic costume pieces as seen on-screen. With yarn suggestions based on the true colors used in the films, projects
range from simple patterns like the Hogwarts house scarves to more complex projects like Mrs. Weasley’s Christmas
sweaters. A true fan must-have, this book also includes fun facts, original costume sketches, film stills, and other behindthe-scenes treasures. Harry Potter: Knitting Magic is sure to have fans everywhere summoning needles, conjuring yarn,
and practicing their best knitting wizardry.
Alexander Cold, his grandmother Kate, and his closest friend Nadia return in the follow-up to City of the Beasts on a new quest to
find the fabled Golden Dragon of the Himalayas, another fantastical voyage of suspense, magic, and awe-inspiring adventure from
internationally celebrated novelist Isabel Allende. Not many months have passed since teenager Alexander Cold followed his bold
grandmother into the heart of the Amazon to uncover its legendary Beast. This time, reporter Kate Cold escorts her grandson and
his closest friend, Nadia, along with the photographers from International Geographic, on a journey to another location far from
home. Entering a forbidden sovereignty tucked in the frosty peaks of the Himalayas, the team's task is to locate a sacred statue
and priceless oracle that can foretell the future of the kingdom, known as the Golden Dragon. In their scramble to reach the statue,
Alexander and Nadia must use the transcendent power of their totemic animal spirits—Jaguar and Eagle. With the aid of a sage
Buddhist monk, his young royal disciple, and a fierce tribe of Yeti warriors, Alexander and Nadia fight to protect the holy rule of the
Golden Dragon—before it can be destroyed by the greed of an outsider.
Høsten 2011 stakk han av med seieren i QuizDan på NRK1. Nå har Thomas Kolåsæter laget en spørrebok som inneholder de
aller beste spørsmålene hans. Boken byr på 2500 spørsmål om alt mulig: Geografi, historie, samfunn, kultur, sport og vitenskap,
men her finner du også spørsmål om alt fra møbler, hunder og dataspill til biler, mote og skjegg. Quiz med Thomas favner bredt
både i tematikk og vanskelighetsgrad. Ingen kommer til å klare alle spørsmålene, men alle kommer til å klare noen. Dette er boken
som MÅ med når påskesekken skal pakkes!
Originally published in 1968, Ursula K. Le Guin’s A Wizard of Earthsea marks the first of the six now beloved Earthsea titles. Ged
was the greatest sorcerer in Earthsea, but in his youth he was the reckless Sparrowhawk. In his hunger for power and knowledge,
he tampered with long-held secrets and loosed a terrible shadow upon the world. This is the tumultuous tale of his testing, how he
mastered the mighty words of power, tamed an ancient dragon, and crossed death's threshold to restore the balance. This ebook
includes a sample chapter of THE TOMBS OF ATUAN.
Rediscover the classic magical adventure of the Little Wooden Horse, brought to life with the original inside illustrations from the
author of Milly-Molly-Mandy, Joyce Lankester Brisley. When Uncle Peder the toymaker falls on hard times, his little wooden horse
must go out into the world to seek his fortune. But whether he's working in a coal mine, sailing the seven seas with a band of
pirates, or walking the tightrope in a circus, the loyal little horse only has one wish: to return to his beloved master. Originally
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published in 1938, Ursula Moray-Williams' The Adventures of the Little Wooden Horse is her most famous story and continues to
be one of the most-loved classic stories of children's literature.
The Wizarding World journey continues . . . The powerful Dark wizard Gellert Grindelwald was captured in New York with the help
of Newt Scamander. But, making good on his threat, Grindelwald escapes custody and sets about gathering followers, most of
whom are unsuspecting of his true agenda: to raise pure-blood wizards up to rule over all non-magical beings. In an effort to thwart
Grindelwald's plans, Albus Dumbledore enlists Newt, his former Hogwarts student, who agrees to help once again, unaware of the
dangers that lie ahead. Lines are drawn as love and loyalty are tested, even among the truest friends and family, in an increasingly
divided wizarding world. Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald is the second screenplay in a five-film series to be written by
J.K. Rowling, author of the internationally bestselling Harry Potter books. Set in 1927, a few months after the events of Fantastic
Beasts and Where To Find Them, and moving from New York to London, Paris and even back to Hogwarts, this story of mystery
and magic reveals an extraordinary new chapter in the wizarding world. Illustrated with stunning line art from MinaLima with some
surprising nods to the Harry Potter stories that will delight fans of both the books and films.
'Welcome to the Knight Bus, emergency transport for the stranded witch or wizard. Just stick out your wand hand, step on board
and we can take you anywhere you want to go.' When the Knight Bus crashes through the darkness and screeches to a halt in
front of him, it's the start of another far from ordinary year at Hogwarts for Harry Potter. Sirius Black, escaped mass-murderer and
follower of Lord Voldemort, is on the run - and they say he is coming after Harry. In his first ever Divination class, Professor
Trelawney sees an omen of death in Harry's tea leaves... But perhaps most terrifying of all are the Dementors patrolling the school
grounds, with their soul-sucking kiss... Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort
and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope, belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of
the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.
What if there's a hidden dimension to Donald Trump; a sensitive, poetic side? Driven by this question, Rob Sears began combing
Trump's words for signs of poetry. What he found was a revelation. By simply taking the 45th President of the United States'
tweets and transcripts, cutting them up and reordering them, Sears unearthed a trove of beautiful verse that was just waiting to be
discovered. This groundbreaking collection gives readers a glimpse of Trump's innermost thoughts and feelings on everything from
the nature of truth, to what he hates about Lord Sugar. And it will reveal a hitherto hidden Donald, who may surprise and delight
both students and critics alike. Now with seventeen all-new poems! As we lurch deeper into the Trump presidency, this timely
publication also includes Sears' scholarly footnotes and introduction, in which he excavates new critical angles and insights into
the President's poetry which the casual reader might initially overlook.
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